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Each generation, by design of The Faith,
three princes are bred to rule the future
empire, one mortal and two Seers to guide
his reign. In the midst of a twenty year war,
the new trinity is born with Karelia at its
head, and his consuls Danos and Zanaes at
his side. Their lives seem much like all
who have passed before them, but as
manhood nears, factors beyond their
control are destined to tear their trinity
apart. With the risk of invasion
ever-present, Danos has visions of the past
that push him towards insanity, while
Zanaes uncovers a conspiracy of silence
over his predecessors death. Meanwhile,
Karelia learns that his reign was foreseen
700 years ago by the rebel prophet Jai, but
the prophecies are unclear and hang like a
sword above his head. Karelias only
comfort is Danos, in whom he finds true
love, a love they both know that Crown
and Faith will not allow.With Karelias
world in turmoil the Faith intervenes and
takes his consuls away, sending them to
war at opposite ends of the empire.
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